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We have now"covered the 1904 and 1914
The earliest specially prepared official stamps in the Canal Zone were designed by perissues. Before we start on the complexities of
forating
a large P through the regular stamps then in use. Willard O. \Vylie, manager of
the U. S. overprinted issues from 1924, we
Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News, on June 28, 1915 wrote the Third Assistant Postmaster
would like to comment. We have yet to receive even one report from members of any General in \Vashington, D. C. inquiring about the Canal Zone stamps perforated with a
additional information not covered in our capital P. Mr. Wylie received a reply informing him that the postal service of the Panama
Canal Zone was not under the jurisdiction of the U. S. Post Office Department, but was an
"articles.We know that the information given independent establishment. The letter continued: "The postage stamps used are those of the
thus far is not that complete as it is based
solely on collector input and not on any official records. Official records as to plate
numbers overprinted do not exist, except for
one isolated instance that we were responsible for at the time. Only three members
have indicated an interest in these articles
so far! However, we~all con\:!!1\.:e,as w~
happen to like to do this.
"
First we shall discuss the plates of the
1924 issue and those immediately following.
Once again we must differentiate and discuss the two kinds of plates involved, viz.:
those used for printing the stamps and those
for subsequently overprinting the words
CANAL ZONE on the stamps.
No one knows how many overprinting
plates (forms) there were. They were made
up in a different way from those of the first
two U. S. overprinted issues. It was a more
Figure 1. No. 40, perforated P, used on cover. Earliest reported date, Mar. 23, 1916.
flexible way and one conducive to error.
Information obtained from the Bureau of Republic of Panama overprinted 'Canal Baxter, Director of Posts, in his answer to
Engraving and Printing at the time stated Zone'. I have referred your letter to the Meekels, enlarged on the matter, "The
that linotype castings of strips of 10 of the Washington office of the Panama Canal for stamps referred to in clipping attached to
words CANAL and ZONE were made and attention to the inquiry as to whether it is your letter are used on official foreign mail
then cut apart into individual words to true, as alleged in the clipping submitted,
dispatched by the various departments of
make up appropriately sized overprint forms
that stamps of the Republic of Panama over- the Panama Canal to foreign countries.
of 100, 360, or 400 subjects as needed. The printed 'Canal Zone' have been converted These stamps are issued on requisition to
size of course was correlated with the size into stamps for official use by perforating mailing clerks and are perforated simply to
of the sheet to be overprinted. This method
a capital letter 'P'."
prevent their use on private mail. The ordinof overprinting was continued through all of
The Washington office, having no infor- ary domestic mail of the "Panama Canal is
the subsequent overprinting performed by mation referred the letter to the Governor forwarded in penalty envelopes similar to
the Bureau at this period. The work was of the Panama Canal, Balboa Heights. The those used by government offices in the
always done on sheets, never on printed
executive office, in referring the letter to the United States."
rolls, even though many stamps produced
Director of Posts, attached a memo dllted
Rudolf B. Weiler, early Canal Zone colin roll form were used.
July 13, 1915, part of which stated, "I am lector, had a notation on a page of P ofThe first batch of slugs with the words inclined to believe these stamp collectors ficials in his collection that the Perf. P's
CANAL or ZONE on each one were the "have an erroneous idea about these stamps. were in use from March 1915. The earliest
type that we call "Flat A". We can only Official mail continues to be sent frank, but
P's reported on cover are Scott No. 40. This
suggest that the Bureau may have followed official mail going to foreign countries which basic stamp was issued in December, 1912.
a sample of type that may have been sent have no postal convention with the U. S. Although the two covers reported are March
to them of the Panama overprints currently takes regular postage· which is perforated
23, 1916 to England (Sells) Fig. 1, and Aug.
(Continued on page 26)
with 'po by the issuing Storekeeper". John
(Continued on page 27)
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Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. Printed by Himes
Printing Co., State College, Pa. Second class
postage paid at State College, Pa. 16801.
Manuscripts should be typewritten doublespaced, one side of page. Books and literature for review should be sent to the editor.
Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:
one column two inches .... $ 5.00
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10.00
two columns five inches.
15.00
two columns ten inches
25.00
Column width 14 picas (2%6"), two columns 29 picas (41~6"). Remittance must
accompany copy. Deadlines for ads the first
day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Half-tones
( 120-screen) or line engravings may be furnished by advertiser or made by CZSG and
advertiser billed at cost. Send all manuscripts and ad copy to the Editor.
Subscriptions and changes of address
should be sent to the Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew, 29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic
City, N. .T. 08401.
Copyright 1970.

The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions
A considerable amount of Canal
Zone material has been sold at auctions during the past quarter. Prices
for the better material have held firm
and set new records in some cases.
Here are the prices paid for some of
the more interesting material. In each
case we list first the Scott catalogue
number, follow~d by the price realized and the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the auction catalogue. All items are unused unless
mentioned otherwise. Serious defects
are specifically mentioned. All prices
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
On March 4, 1970 Robert Siegel
sold: No. 81, $32 ($40); 85a in block
of 9, $105 ($123).
Harmer, Rooke sold on March 17th:
No. C02 tied on cover with variety 0
over A, $44.
On March 25th the following items
were sold by Herman Herst: No.1,
fine, $70 ($75); 94, $36 ($42); Canal
Zone Postage Stamps by E. 1. P. Tatelman, $17. The later is an example of
how an uninformed collector can pay
ridiculous prices in an auction. As has

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stanlps
(Continued

from page 16 of last issue)

2 Centavos, Type II, No. 39
Normal spacing on the first printing was 8.5 mm; on the other printings it was 9.2 mm.
First printing received July 2, 1913 according to official records, but an April 18, 1913 used
copy exists and a June 2, 1913 cover exists. Five printings with seven deliveries. Total
jssued: 7,500,000 of which 2,000,000 were from the first printing with 8.5 mm spacing
and 5,500,000 were from the other printings with 9.2 mm spacing.
July 2, 1913: 2,000,000 (8.5 mm).
May 2, 1914: 1,500,000 (9.2 mm).
July 16 and 26, 1915: 500,000 + 1,500,000 = 2,000,000 (9.2 mm).
Aug. 29, 1916: 1,000,000 (9.2 mm).
Sept. 21 and Oct. 15, 1917: 500,000 + 500,000 = 1,000,000 (9.2 mm).
a. Horizontal pair, one without overprint. (20)
I. Horizontal pair, stamp at right without overprint; overprint missing from tenth
vertical row. 9.2 mm spacing. (10)
II. Horizontal pair, stamp at left without overprint; overprint missing"'from first
vertical row. 9.2 mm spacing. (10)
b. CANAL only.
c. Booklet pane of 6, imperforate margins, 7.7 mm spacing. (194,868)
d. Inverted overprint, reading down. 9.2 mm spacing. Exists with broken 0 variety.
e. Inverted center and inverted overprint, reading down. 9.2 and 9.0 mm spacing.
f. Booklet pane of 6 handmade, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped.
Exists with 8.5 and 9.2 mm spacings. (201,600)
g. Booklet pane of 6 handmade, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped.
inverted center and inverted overprint, reading down. 9.2 mm spacing. (28)
Other varieties:
1. Broken 0: appears to read ZCNE, pas. 11. 9.2 mm spacing.
2. Printing defects: Z NE; only a trace of the 0 printed. 9.2 mm. spacing.
CANA ZON; only a trace of L printed. 9.2 mm spacing.
CAN L ZO E; only a trace of A and N printed. 9.2 mm spacing.
CA AL Z NE; only a trace of 0 printed. 9.2 mm spacing.
C NAL ONE; only a trace of Z printed. 9.2 mm spacing.
3. Broken upper bar of E of ZONE. 9.2 mm spacing.
4. C and ANAL separated and Z and ONE separated by a paper fold; black vignette
also divided, but not vermilion printing. (Proof that the frame was printed first.) 9.2 mm
spacing.
5. CAN and AL separated and ZON and E separated by paper fold; black vignette
also divided, but not vermilion printing. 9.2 mm spacing.
6. Spacing varieties: 8:5 mm (normal, first printing).
8.7mm.
9.0mm.
9.2 mm (normal, later printings).
9.5mm.
7. L of CANAL raised, pas. 19, 9.2 mm spacing.
8. Broken C, pas. 1 (occurs with variety 1). 9.2 mm spacing.
9. Shades: Vermilion (1913). 8.5 and 9.2 mm spacing.
Orange vermilion (1916). 9.2 mm spacing.
10. Bluish-white paper (normal color is yellowish). 8.5 mm spacing.
5 Centavos, Type II, No. 40
Normal spacing on the first printing was 8.5 mm; on the other printings it was 9.2 mm.
First printing received July 2, 1913. The wider spacing was first received May 2, 1914.
Four printings and four deliveries. Total issued: 2,300,000 of which 800,000 were from
the first printing with 8.5 mm spacing and 1,500,000 were from the other printings with
9.2 mm spacing.
July 2, 1913: 800,000 (8.5 mm).
May 2, 1914: 500,000 (9.2 mm).
Dec. 7, 1915: 500,000 (9.2 mm).
Feb. 19, 1917: 500,000 (9.2 mm).
a. With Cordoba portrait of the 2c value. 8.5 mm spacing. (8 used copies known; most
of these copies have defects.)
Other varieties:
1. Spacing varieties: e.5 mm (normal, first printing).
8.7 mm (from first printing).
9.0 mm (from Dec. 7, 1915 delivery).
9.2 mm (normal, second printing).
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10 Centavos, Type II, No. 41
Spacing 7.7 mm. Received Feb. 14, 1916. 500,000 printed and approximately 300,000
destroyed. Total issued about 200,000. Used until 1924.
Feb. 14, 1916: 500,000 - approximately 300,000 destroyed = approximately 200,000.

Scott No. 46-48
Type III (1915-1921): Overprint in boldface capitals very similar to Type I; however, the
letters appear thinner, especially the lower bar of the L, Z and E. The spacing must
be 9.2 mm or it is not Type III. The overprint is usually poorly centered with respect
to the vignette. Usually the inking of the overprint is poor with small uninked portions
on the letters.

1 Centavo, Type III, No. 46
Normal spacing 9.2 mm. First printing delivered Dec. 7, 1915. The earliest dated
copy is Dec. 14, 1915. 100,000 were overprinted and 47,400 were destroyed on Dec. 31,
1915 for a total issue of the first printing of 52,600. The second printing was delivered on
March 8, 1921. The total number overprinted was 200,000 of which 3,200 were destroyed
in 1921 for a total issue of 196,800. Total for both printings: 249,400. In addition an unknown, but probably large number were destroyed in 1937.
Dec. 7, 1915: 100,000 - 47,200
52,600.
Green and black, spacing 9.2 mm, CANAL 10.7 mID.
March 8, 1921: 200,000 - 3,200 = 196,800.
Light green and black, spacing 9.2 mm, CANAL 10.5 mm.
The spacing on the first printing is slightly greater than on the second.
a. Inverted overprint, reading down. (100)
1. Double overprint. (170). One sheet has an overlapping double; the other has double
shifted horizontally and vertically.
c. ZONE double (from sheet with double overprint, one shifted to left). (10)
d. Double overprint, one reads ZONE CANAL. (20)
e. CANAL double.
Other varieties:
1. Shifted overprint; split by perforations. On some copies the overprint reads ANAL
ZONE.
2. Double overprint, one shifted and split by perforations.

=

2 C~ntavQs,_Type Ill, N2. 47 __
Normal spacing 9.2 mm. One printing delivered Aug. 19, 1920. The total overprinted
was 200,000 of which 19,000 were destroyed on Sept. 9, 1920 leaving a total issue of
181,000. It is believed that only a few of these were actually sold because of the poor appearance of the overprint and the arrival of a new printing of Type V on Aug. 31, 1920.
The remainder were destroyed in 1937.
Aug. 19, 1920: 200,00 - 19,000 = 181,000.

5 Centavos, Type III, No. 48
Normal spacing 9.2 mm. First printing delivered Dec. 7, 1915. The total overprinted
was 50,000 of which 200 were destroyed on Dec. 31, 1915 leaving a total issue of 49,800.
The second printing was delivered on Jan. 4, 1920. Of the 100,000 overprinted, 100 were
destroyed on Feb. 11, 1920 leaving a total issue of 99,900. Total for both printings:
149,700. In addition an unknown, but probably large number were destroyed in 1937.
Dec. 7, 1915: 50,000 - 200 = 49,800.
CANAL 10.7 mm long.
Jan. 4, 1920: 100,000 - 100 = 99,900.
CANAL 10.5 mm long.
Varieties:
1. E of ZONE under L of CANAL.
2. NE of ZONE almost missing.

Scott No. 52-54
Type IV (1918-1920); Overprint in De Vinne series type. C with a thick curve at the
bottom and the E has a center bar as long as the top and bottom bars. The spacing
varies in the range from 9.0-9.2 mID.

1 Centavo, Type IV, No. 52
Normal spacing 9.0-9.2 mm. First printing delivered Jan. 24, 1918. 'Second printing
delivered Aug. 12, 1919. Total issued: 2,000,000 with 1,000,000 from each printing. A
cover exists dated Oct. 8, 1918 which confirms that the first printing listed here was Type
IV.

Jan. 24, 1918: 1,000,000.
Aug. 12, 1919: 1,000,000.
a. Inverted overprint, reading down.
b. Booklet pane of 6: 8.7-9.0 mm. (60,000)
(Continued on page 24)

been mentioned several times in this
journal, this book is still available at
$2.50 postpaid from the Canal Zone
Philatelic Agency, Balboa, C. Z. All
of our members should obtain their
copy.
Robert Siegel sold the following on
April 9th: No.1, fine, $65 ($75); 2,
fine, $35 ($35); 3, fine, $42 ($48);
15, fine, $380 ($450); 52a, $32 ($40);
59, $.30 ($35); 60-66, $40 ($44); 7ld,
$45 ($40); 84-104, $62 ($1l0); 84b,
$55 ($45); 91a (2)
91b (2) in
block of 4, $190 ($170); C2, plate
block of 6, $140 ($170); C15-20, small
die proofs, only two sets known,
$1100 ($1350); C25a, $200 ($300);
C014a, $425 ($450); Jl-3, $60 ($80);
U2, frame shifted downward, entirely
clear of head and overprint, $95.
On April 10th Vahan Mozian sold:
No.3, $62 ($48); 3 on cover, $130
($140); 18 pair, $19 ($22); 3ge, $62
( $70); 48, used, centered top, $48
($35); J2, $18 ($15).
H. R. Harmer sold on April 30tll
No. 9d, fine, $500.
The largest qanal Zone sale of the
quarter was the Sheldon collection
sakI by Mercury Stamp -Co.-on June
5th including: No.1, used, fine, $68
($75); 2, $35 ($35); 9-14, 16-20, few
minute faults, $42 ($44); lOa, pair,
$50 ($65); 15, few short perforations,
$350 ($450); 23g, slightly faulty corner, $700 ($1500); 3ge, $42 ($35); 46a,
$55 ($45); 48, few blunt perforations,
$80 ($75); 7la, $90 ($110); 7lb in
block of 4, $50 ($51); 84b, $35 ($45);
86a in block of 9, $125 ($152); 86c,
pair, $110 ($140); 91e, $20 ($25); 94,
$38 ($42); C08-12, used, $170 ($135);
U4, $30 ($35); UI4-15, $65 ($67);
UC1-11, 2a, $38 ($38); UF1, $200
( $225 ); Panama revalued 5c registration envelope on unissued Canal Zone
10c Registration envelope, used in
Panama, $200; Canal Zone registration
envelope, prepared for use, but not
issued, unused (2 unused and 1 used
known), $375.
Vahan Mozian sold on June 17th;
No. 14, block of 4, $13 ($14); 19a in
block of 4, $35 ($48); 19d, $14 ($15);
24c, $60 ($100); 28, block of 4, $25
( $32); 29, block of 4, $24 ($24); 32c,
booklet of 4 panes, $150 ($200); 33a,
$50 ($70); 39d, $12 ($15); 91c, $22

+

(Continued
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($25); 1I5c, $20 ($18); COI-7, 14,
$19 ($25); Call, used, $18 ($14);
COB-l2, used, $155 ($134); COB-12,
used, blocks of 4, $725 ($570); J6,
block of 4, $21 ($25); J7-9, $17 ($18);
JI5-17, $17 ($18); JI8-20, $20 ($20).
A copy of the missing Thatcher
Bridge error was allegedly sold by
mail auction on June 20th by Gadsden
for $10,300. This is difficult to believe,
as Robert Siegel sold a copy on March
24, 1970 for $2800 and H. E. Harris
was selling copies until very recently
for $2000. There are 50 copies available of this error. Compare this price
with those for the following Canal
Zone errors chosen from among many
possible examples: No. 22c, lc, horizontal pair, imperf. between, 50 copies
known, cat. $75; No. 46c, ZONE
double, 10 copies known, cat. $125;
No. 56h, CANAL only, 1 copy known,
cat. $400; No. 31a, inverted center
and overprint, 3 copies known, cat.
$2650. This last stamp is certainly as
interesting and appealing an error as
the Thatcher Bridge error. It is obvious that some of these valuations are
completely out of line.

Colman and Evans
One of our members, Allen Kaplan,
22 Aqueduct Rd., Wayland, Mass.
01778, has offered to obtain xerox
copies of the early Canal Zone lists
by Colman and Evans. These are two
different lists. ~e will supply them
for $1.00 each and will contribute any
profit from their sale over costs to the
CZSG treasury.

Scott No. 67
William K. Philler writes regarding
the number of known copies of No.
67. He states that Harold Kirkpatrick
had a full sheet in stock at one time
(and Philler bought the bottom arrow
block) in addition to 56 single copies.
He believes that Kirkpatrick also later
received two full sheets. He offered
these at $1.50 a copy and sold over
a hundred copies. The Reliant Stamp
Co. bought the balance of his stock of
this and advertised them for $4.00
each. Thus he believes that there
must be several hundred of these in
existence.
(Continued
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c. Booklet pane of 6, left vertical row of 3 without overprint. (1)
d. Booklet pane of 6, right vertical row of 3 with double overprint. (One booklet pane
of 6 and one pair from booklet pane known.)
e. Pair, one without overprint.
Other varieties:
1. Broken E of ZONE with lower bar missing: appears to read ZONF.
2. Broken C and L of CANAL near the top of both letters (from a booklet pane).
3. Spacing variety: 8.0-8.2 mm (from a booklet pane).
4~ CANAL
NE: part of L of CANAL and N of ZONE also missing due to a
paper fold.

2 Centavos, Type IV, No. 53
Normal spacing 9.0-9.2 mm. Delivered Nov. 7, 1918. Two printings and two deliveries.
Total issued: 2,000,000.
Nov. 7, 1918: 1,000,000.
Aug. 12, 1919: 1,000,000.
a. Inverted overprint, reading down. At least two sheets were printed.
b. Horizontal pair, one without overprint on the right (overprint missing from the tenth
vertical row). (10)
c. Booklet pane of 6: 9.0 mm from 1919 delivery. (34,000)
d. Booklet pane of 6, left vertical row of 3 without overprint. (One booklet pane of 6
known; also one block of 4 and one used pair on cover.)
Other varieties:
1. Spacing varieties: 8.0-8.5 mm (from a booklet pane).
10.0 mm
2. ZONE repeated on the left tab (from the sheet with the overprint missing from the
tenth vertical row). (10)
3. CANA ZONE printed at an angle with L shifted 4mm due to paper fold.

5 Centavos, Type IV, No. 54
Normal spacing 9.0-9.2 mm. Delivered April 9, 1920. Total issued: 500,000.
April 1, 1920: 500,000.
Varieties:
1. Broken I. with lower bar missing: appears to read CANAl, po.•. 59.
2. L almost missing: pos. 60.
(There are various stages of both of these broken letters.)

Scott No. 55-57
Type V (1920-1923): Overprint in small block type. A with a flat top. The height of the
letters is 1.7 mm; CANAL is 10.7 mm long; ZONE is 8.5 mm long. The spacing varies
from 9.5-9.7 mm.

1 Centavo, Type V, No. 55
Normal spacing is 9.5-9.7 rom. Delivered April 13, 1921. Total issued: 1,000,000.
Some may have been destroyed in 1937.
April 13, 1921: 1,000,000.
a. Inverted overprint, reading down.
b. Horizontal pair, one without overprint. (20)
I. Horizontal pair, stamp at right without overprint; overprint missing from tenth
vertical row. (10)
II. Horizontal pair, stamp at left without overprint; overprint mission from first verti~
cal row. (10)
c. CANAL double, ZONE on tab (from tenth vertical row). (10)
d. ZONE only, CANAL on tab due to a paper fold (from the first vertical row; also
pos. 81 of a block). (ll)
e. Booklet pane of 6, spacing 9.0-9.5 rom. (100,000)
f. Vertical pair, one without overprint due to a paper fold: pos. 91. (1)
Other varieties:
1. Dropped E.
2. Horizontal perforations nearly through middle of the stamp.
3. Spacing variety: 8.0-8..5 mm (from a booklet pane).

2 Centavos, Type V, No. 56
Normal spacing 9.5-9.7 mm. There were three deliveries. Aug. 31, 1920: 1,000,000;
March 3, 1921: 1,000,000; Dec. 15, 1923: 1,000,000. Total issued: 3,000,000. Some may
have been destroyed in 1937.
Aug. 31, 1920: 1,000,000.
March 3, 1921: 1,000,000.
Dec. 15, 1923: 1,000,000.
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a. Double overprint. (100)
b. Double overprint, one reading down. (100)
c. Horizontal pair, one without overprint. (23 pairs)
I. Horizontal pair, stamp at right without overprint; overprint missing from tenth
vertical row. (10)
II. Horizontal pair, stamp at left without overprint; overprint missing from first
vertical row. (10)
III. Block of 4 (pos. 89, 90, 99, 100) with overprint missing on pos. 100, but on
reverse; due to a paper fold. (2)
IV. Strip of 3 with overprint missing from pos. 99 and 100 and with most of ZONE
missing on pos. 98, but on reverse; due to a paper fold (counted as one pair, one without
overprint).
d. Vertical pair, one without overprint: see 56c.III. (2)
e. CANAL double, ZONE on the tab, from the tenth vertical row. (10)
f. ZONE double, CANAL on the tab, from the first vertical row. (10)
g. Booklet pane of 6. (240,000)
h. CANAL only (trace of top of E printed). (1)
Other varieties:
1. Dropped E.
2. Broken N of ZONE, most of letter missing: pos. 94.
3. Portion of vermilion frame missing; copies are known with up to one third of the
lower portion of the vermilion frame missing and up to one quarter of the upper portion
missing, due to a paper fold; on some copies the crease goes across the black vignette without altering it, thus showing that the black vignette was printed first.
4. ZONE on left tab with a normal single.

5 Centavos, Type V, No. 57
Normal spacing 9.5-9.7 mm. Delivered April 13, 1921. Total issued: 500,000. Some
may have been destroyed in 1937.
April 13, 1921: 500,000.
a. Horizontal pair, one without overprint. (20)
I. Horizontal pair, stamp at right without overprint; overprint missing from tenth
vertical row. (10)
II. Horizontal pair, stamp at left without overprint; overprint missing from first
vertical row. (10)
Other varIeties:
1. Dropped E.
2. Bottom sheet margin imperforate.
Note: There is considerable variation in the centering of ZONE with respect to
CANAL on all values. On some stamps the Z is directly under the C and on others the
E is directly under the L.
Broken letters are numerous on this issue and are not listed separately.
(Continued in next issue)

Scott No. 67 (Continued from page 24)

Your Editor would point out that
more copies of the ZONE CANAL error, No. 67a, have been offered at
auction during the past decade than
of the normal stamp, No. 67. There
were originally 90 copies of No. 67a.
This is the basis for your Editor's
statement that less than 90 unused

copies of No. 67 exist today. Why is
this stamp so seldom seen today?
What has happened to all the copies
that Philler saw many years ago? Perhaps many of them are in collections
of those who do not specialize in
Canal Zone and are not recognized
as the scarce printing of the 1c value.
In any case there are very few of
these stamps available for sale today.

SESCAL
WANTED
USED ENTIRES U1 AND U2

FOR
COMPREHENSIVE

STUDY

Irwin J. Gibbs
111 Pine Street, Suite 1317
San Francisco, Calif. 94111

The CZSG will hold an informal
gathering in conjection with SESCAL
in Los Angeles, California on Friday
evening Oct. 2, 1970. Further details
will be given in the philatelic press.

ELPEX
At the EI Paso Philatelic Exhibition 1970, Dr. E. W. Rheinheimer of
El Paso was awarded second place for
his exhibit of Canal Zone.
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Air Letter Sheets
Through the courtesy of Cot James
De Voss we list the various printings
of the air letter sheets in the table. A
tenth printing will probably be ordered shortly. The number "1101",
probably a job number assigned at
the printing plant, first appeared' on
the sixth printing and has appeared on
all subsequent printings according to
him. He points out that the first six
printings, including the first one to
bear the number "1101", are on a
lighter blue paper stock which contrasts with the darker blue paper of
the later printings. Col. DeVoss points
out that there is a slight difference in
the cut of the letter sheet between the
samples of the different printings
which are in the official post office
file. It is not known whether these
can be used to identify different printings or whether it varies within the
same printing. Also the shades of blue
and red used for printing the design
vary through a wide range. Someone
should study these sheets and see if
the different printings can be identified from the color of the blue and red
p.rinting, coloLoLpapeJ:'; cuU)f $heet,
and presence or absence of "1101".
Air Letter Sheets
Printing Number
1
10,000
2
8,500
3
11,000
4
33,500
5
10,000
6
29,000
7
25,000
8
25,000
9
26,500

Date Received
Dec. 28, 1960"
April 17, 1961
Aug. 18, 1961
Jan. 10, 1962
Jan. 11, 1965
June 28, 1965
Sept. 27, 1966
Sept. 11, 1967
June 6, 1968

0Req. No. PS 416. Received on above date and
placed on lirst day sale, Jan. 3. 1961.

CZSG Holds Get-Together at
WESTPEX
By Richard H. Salz
The Canal Zone Study Group had a
most rewarding get-together in conjunction with WESTPEX in San
Francisco on April 26, 1970. Members
present hailed from as far away as
Hawaii, Pennsylvania, and Texas and
included CZP Editor Gil Plass, APS
Executive Secretary Jim DeVoss, and
CZSG Vice President Dick Salz.
The meeting lasted over two hours
during which a number of interesting
subjects were discussed including the
(Continued on page 26)

CZSG member Irwin J. Gibbs was
presented with the James T. DeVoss
award for the best U. S. Possessions
exhibit for a comprehensive showing
of the Canal Zone overprints on the
stationery of the Republic of Panama,
1907-1924.
The meeting concluded with thc
usual question and answer period, a
bit of free expertising, and the hope
that the group would meet at WEST-

Secretaryt s ReportAlfred R. Bew
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required, so we tried to develop a recording
system instead. However, we ran out of
steam and approximations are now the best
that can be made. Much can still be done
even today, if anyone is interested.
Let us consider the first batch of slugs,
the Flat A's. The minimum number of forms

Overprinted U. S. Issues (Continued from page 21)
in use. When this batch of slugs was discarded less than a year later, the succeeding
batch was in the style we call "Sharp A".
We do not know if this was an ordered
change in style. How many more batches of
slugs were subsequently made up is not
known, probably several more and different
quantities, but they were all in this second
style. This continued into the early 1930's.
The number of overprint forms could
have been determined at the time, if one
had been in the Zone and had unremitting
access to post office stocks. However, it
probably would have been hopeless to try
to follow the revisions in each fonn, as has
been done in some of the early Canal Zone
issues. We were interested in all of this at
the time of issue, but we were not in the
Zone and could not afford to buy the sheets

would have been a 360-subject form. for the
booklets, a 400-subject fonn for all sheet
stamps in the vertical format, a 400-subject
form for all the sheet stamps in the horizontal format, except the $1 which would
have required a 100-subject or a 200-subject
form. Now, of course, many of the same
slugs could have been used for more than
one form. For example, the 400-subject horizontal form could have simply been the 400subject vertical form re-oriented. The form
Ilsed for the $1 could have been a part of
one of the larger forms. Each form was internally flexible as individual slugs could be
changed as desired and thus we had the
inverted ZONE on the 1c and 12c denominations.
Vvhy was the first batch of slugs discarded? They were discarded because of
wear. The change occurred in the first part
of 1925. The first batch had received a lot
of use during the short time from their issue in 1924, because of the relatively large
orders during the first couple of years after
the changeover from the Panama overprints.
(to be continued)

CZSG Get-Together (Continued

from page 25)

forthcoming revision and additions to
the Schay-Dade manuscript, the beginnings of an extensive study of the
first issue on cover, and an informative slide show of some of the outstanding rarities of the Canal Zone.
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By Hugh Cassibry
The plate used for printing the 1O¢
airmail booklet pane has an overall
measurement of 21" by 19%". There
are 200 subjects on the plate which is
divided into two sheets, top and bottom, of 100 subjects (or 25 booklet
panes of 4). Plate numbers of 170963
in dull orange and of 170959 in black
appear twice on each side of 100
stamps, on the two upper corners of
the top sheet and on the two lower
corners of the bottom sheet. The
sheets are separated by five black
horizontal spacing marks.
Each 100 subject sheet consists of 25
horizontal booklet panes, five up and
five down, of four stamps each. These
are perforated horizontally through
the center. The panes are perfotated
vertically on all except the right side.
The top and bottom edges and right
side of each pane are without perforations (straight edge) ..
There are two color blocks on the
complete plate in the left margin
which are spaced close to the stamp
panes. These are impression indicators. The color block in the margin of
the top sheet of 100 is black and the
color block in the margin of the bottom sheet of 100 is dull orange. These
color blocks are of collector interest
since they appear on the booklet pane
tabs. The dull orange block appears
in the center of the booklet pane tab.
The black block in processing is cut
into two separate parts and appears
at the edges of two different booklet
pane tabs. These blocks are described
on page 20 of our last issue.
There are 50 booklet panes of 4
produced from each impression from
the 200 subject plate; of these 47
panes have plain white tabs; one

pane has the dull orange color block
in the center of the tab; one pane has
a short black color block at the bottom; one pane has a much longer
black color block at the top. There
are eight different positions of single
stamps which ·may be collected: two
with dull orange tabs; two with black
tabs; two with white tabs; one stamp
without perforations at top and right
side; one stamp without perforations
at bottom and right side.

No. UXll
Col. R. A. Stevens reports that he
has found considerable variations in
copies of No. UX11. On cards which
are 81 mm high he has found copies
with the printed stamp from 12 mm to
5mm from the top card. On cards
which are 82]/~ mm high, this varies
from 12Y2 mm to 9 mm. He also finds
that the width of the cards varies
from 138 to 141 mm.
Official Stamps (Continued

from page 21)

25, 1916 to Copenhagen, Denmark (Salz), it
is possible that the official perforating occurred earlier than 1915. The earliest perforated P stamp was No. 37. This basic
st~~p.-~y?s :!ssu,?,-lJa!lo-6,_1914

_a.!'_rl

wQHl~be

the 1O¢ stamp concurrentIy in use with No.
40 until the 10¢ No. 41 was issued in February 1916.
Mr. Weiler, in writing up his callectian
also states, "They were made an a Cummins hand perforating machine which perforated five subjects at a time. The machine
was originally purchased by the Panama
Railroad Commissary Department to perforate stamps used by the company, and
shortly afterwards the railroad was given
franking privilege which made their machine
unnecessary. The initials, which consisted
.of a large P flanked by small capital R's,
Fig. 2, were altered by removing the R's

Figure 2. RPR and P perfarated initials
and the-machine turned over to the Storekeeper at Balboa who did the perforating
and issued the stamps to the offices requiring them. The sheets were often folded in
half so that ten stamps were perforated in
one operation resulting in stamps WitII the
perforated initial reversed, inverted and
sideways." Fig. 5 in WD 1 shaws a pair of
#51 with tete beche P's used on piece. This

Figure 4.

United States Na. 425 with RPR pernn on cover.

would occur on either side of the fold of a
sheet. Fig. 3 in WD shows two p's side by
side. This is nat a dauble P, but simply the
spacing between the dies. The spacing will
be described later in the article when a
larger piece is discussed. The rarest perf. P
is P double. To be double, the two p's must
intersect as illustrated in Fig. 4 and 4a in
WD. Figure 4a in WD shows the face and
back of a piece of 20 stamps of the pictOrial
issue .of 1917 CSCDttND. 51) which was in
Albert Hartag's collection. It was later
broken UP. by"WillianLSells...TjIl'UJiece..-Fas_
folded three times as noted by the arrows
and punched twice in the same row.
Mr. Weiler's statement that the original
perforator and issuer was the "Storekeeper"
is confirmed by the previously quoted note
dated July 13, 1915 from the Executive .office in the Zone.
Judge E. P. Tatelman,in his bDDk, Canal
Zone Postage Stamps, reCDunts "The lower
case r's were burnished .off the punch at the
Mechanical DivisiDn ShDPSat BalbDa." Figure 2 shows an enlarged view of the perfin
of the Panama Railroad. The R's are small
capitals as Weiler states, and not lower case.
Beside it is an enlarged view of the Canal
Zone perf. P. In these two enlargements
YDU can readily see there are small differences in the spacing between tile holes in
the P in RPR and the .official C. Z. P. One
explanatiDn for this is that there were two
punches; one in New York and the other,
as Weiler said, purchased by the Commissary Department in the Canal Zone. This
seems to be the likely explanation. The cost
.of the Model 52 Cummins machine with 3
letters in each die was only $27.50. If, as
Weiler states, mere was a machine handy
in the Canal Zone which was of no further
use, it wauld probably be converted for use
"asall official perfarator. On the other hand,
it seems highly unlikely that a large com]Figures referred

to as "in WD"

are found in

'Yes Dunaway's article, "Punch Perforations of
Canal Zone". American Philatelist, Vol. 80, page
931 (1967).
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pany like the Panama Railroad CDmpany
would bother to save a na longer useful
$27.50 machine by sending it from their
New York office to the Zane. It seems
mare reasonable a new machine with only
the letter P would have been ordered from
Cummins.
Referring again to Figure 2, the first hole·
from the upright in the bDttDm .of the IDDP
.of the P is raised in the P .of the Canal
ZDne. In the N.Y.C. RPR P, it is below tile
imaginary level of "the flanking holes.
Bill Mazurie and Mr. Lambert of the
Perfin~ Club' rep~rt that the' 1T S. auth~rized the use of perfins May 8, 1908 when
Par. 5, Sec. 562 .of the PDstal Laws & Regulations was changed tD permit their use.
Only twa companies in the U. S. made
perforating machines. They were B. F.
Cummins Co. (now Cummins-Chicago
CDrp.) and tile American Perforating Machine Co. BDth companies were based in
ChicagD. The Panama Railroad Company's
New York City .officewas .one of the earliest
users. The RR catalogue .of the Perfins Club
(Continued

on page 28)

Handbooks
CZSG Handbook Na. 2 (1953) cantaining the articles:
Canal Zone Booklets

by James T. DeVoss;
Unique Canal Zone Error

by Edward S. Conger $2.00
CZSG Handbook No. 3 (1955) containing the articles:
Canal Zone First Issue on Cover

by Rudolph B. Weiler;
Canal Zone Essays and Proofs

by George W. Brett

$2.00

Canal Zone Notes.

Camplete set .of five issues reprinted.
(They are the first five numbers of
our journal) $2.00
Prices include postage
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401

Official Stamps (Continued

from page 27)

gives the period of use of the RPR perfin
in N. Y. City as 1908-1914. I wrote the
Cummins-Chicago Company and asked them
how many, if any, machines they sold the
Panama Railroad Co. Their reply was "no
records exist relating to specific sales." Figure 3 is a picture of a Cummins model 52

Setting I; pos. 35; point of L tapers
off level at top. Break at top of C, in
bottom of Z near diagonal, and in
center of second A.
Setting II, III, IV; pos. 42; bottom bar
of L without right serif (L normal on
some copies of setting II).
. Setting II, III, IV; pas. 65; C broken
at top; E bottom left serif turns up
slightly.
Editor's note: An exhaustive study of
the broken lettel's of the third series
is nearly completed. Until this is published, we will not print further comments on the broken letters of the
third series in CZP.

First Series
Figure 3. Cummins Model 52 5-die perforating machine.
5-die machine. This is the only 5 die machine they made, and I think it is safe to
assume that this is the model machine used
to perforate Canal Zone stamps. The RPR
perfins are reported on U. S. Scott No. 332,
375, 405, 416 and 425. No. 332 was issued
in 1908 and No. 425 Sept. 5, 1914. Figure
4 shows U. S. No. 425 with RPR perlin tied
to a Panama Railroad Company cover with
the postmark NEW YORK N. Y. STA. P.

Richard H. Salz, vice-president of
the CZSG, has been working on a
most interesting project: a complete
listing of all known covers on the first
series (No.1, 2, 3). This study is actually an outgrowth of the articles
and list prepared by the late Rudolph
B. Weiler (the latest article is reprinted in CZSG Handbook No.3).
The list has been continued by Floyd
. R. Brooks.
The current objective is to obtain
a xerox or similar copy of every
,

(Continued

Penalty Envelopes
Your Editor has recently been
shown an envelope postmarked at
Ancon on Nov. 7, 1904 marked "Penalty for Private Use $300". The envelope is addressed to Providence, R. I.
This is the earliest penalty envelope
that has been reported from the Canal
Zone.

in next i88ue)

When you have "Specialized" material to offer

Broken Letters of the Third Issue
By William K. Phi~er
The broken letters Z, E, L, and N of
the third issue, No. 11-15, 18-20, are
saved by most Canal Zone collectors.
This article attempts to differentiate
the different varieties of Land N,
when in singles or multiples containing no other variety. Setting I of the
CANAL ZONE overprint contains
broken L in pos. 4 and sometimes in
pos. 3 and 35, as well as broken N in
pos. 23 in some sheets. The N has the
same appearance as the one occurring
in Settings II, III, and IV in pos. 65.
Remember that after the use of the
first plate (Setting I) that the letters
were dumped and a second plate ,was
made up; this made Settings II to VI.
There

known cover. As of July 1st there were
some 335 listed first issue covers.
Xerox copies have been obtained of
235 of the.se covers from 16 members.
It is hoped that the missing covers
will show up soon.
Copies of these covers will make
new research possible on this issue .
All articles published will be of a
strictly general nature and no member
need have any concern that his' holdings will be made public. Members
having covers not perviously included
in the xerox file, please send copies as
soon as possible to R. H. Salz, 60 27th
Ave., San Francisco, Ca1.94121. Receipt of your xerox copies will be
acknowledged immediately. Your local library has available a suitable
copying machine.

is a distinctive

appearance

..

Sell your stamps through the public auction which caters to

"Specialists" and accords' them "Special" listings.
Each Schiff Auction features:
SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, PLATE SINGLES & STRIPS,
COILS & BOOKLETS, COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, VARIETIES,
FREAKS & ERRORS AND COLLECTIONS
Our commission is only 20%of the price realized
WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT

iJatqurs (tt. ~tl1iffl iJr.1 lut.

A

to

each of the broken letters L. They can
be distinguished as follows:
Setting I; pos. 3; point of L turns up .
and E is broken at top on horizontal
bar.
Setting I; pos. 4; point of L is flat and
no break in E.

~$pttUdIU'

JIfot ~pttUdi$ts@

PUBLIC AUCTIONS - U. S. & FOREIGN STAMPS

536 WEST 111 TH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10025

TEL. (212) 662-2777
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